Anti-community detection in networks can discover negative relations among objects. However, a few researches pay attention to detecting anti-community structure and they do not consider the node degree and most of them require high computational cost. Block models are promising methods for exploring modular regularities, but their results are highly dependent on the observed structure. In this paper, we first propose a Degree-based Block Model (DBM) for anti-community structure. DBM takes the node degree into consideration and evolves a new objective function Q(C) for evaluation. And then, a Local Expansion Optimization Algorithm (LEOA), which preferentially considers the nodes with high degree, is proposed for anti-community detection. LEOA consists of three stages: structural center detection, local anti-community expansion and group membership adjustment. Based on the formulation of DBM, we develop a synthetic benchmark DBM-Net for evaluating comparison algorithms in detecting known anti-community structures. Experiments on DBM-Net with up to 100000 nodes and 17 real-world networks demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of LEOA for anti-community detection in networks.
Introduction
The recent researches on complex networks have made significant advancements to our understanding of complex systems [1] [2] [3] . Nodes in networks represent the objects, while edges represent the relationships between objects. One of the most important characteristics in complex networks is community structure, i.e. assortative structure [4] [5] [6] , where nodes share most of their connections inside the groups they belong to. Detecting community structure can reveal the organizational and functional characteristics of underlying systems [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . In this paper, we pay attention to another important structure of complex networks, called anti-community structure, i.e. disassortative structure [12] , where nodes have no or few connections with each other inside their group but share most of their connections to the rest of the Many real-world networks own the characteristics of anti-community structure [13] , such as sexually transmitted disease network, book selling network, and divorce network, etc. Detecting anti-community structure in networks can help reveal some interesting relations, such as non-cooperative relation, competitive relation, and even hostile relation among individuals, corporations, or countries. For example, Karate describes the friendship relations between 34 members of a karate club at an American university in the 1970s, which is split into two communities due to the disagreement between the administrator and the instructor [14] . Detecting anti-community structure in Karate can divide the members into several groups with no or few friendship relations inside. In each group, some negative relations can be explored among the members, such as the disagreement between the administrator and the instructor. Several anti-community detection methods have been developed in past few years. These methods attempt to explore anti-community structure in networks from different perspectives. The traditional methods divide a network into two groups to find the largest bipartite structure, which are similar to but not equivalent to the problem of searching for the maximum cut in networks [15] [16] [17] . Spectral methods detect anti-community structure by using the negative eigenvalues and eigenvectors of modularity matrix [12, 18] . Label propagation algorithms spread the labels of nodes to the non-neighbor ones to explore multipartite structure in networks [13] . Multipartite structure consists of several groups without internal edge, which is a special case of anti-community structure. Recently, several block models have been proposed for exploring structural regularities in networks [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . These models regard the network structure as observed quantities and take the group membership of nodes as hidden quantities. The structural regularities can be inferred from the group membership. And the group membership of nodes can be inferred by fitting the models to the observed structure based on the method of maximum likelihood such as expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [27] .
However, the above researches suffer from some limitations. First, there is no universally definition for anti-community and no widely-accepted objective function for evaluation. Second, the proposed works [12-13, 15-17, 18-27] do not consider the impacts of node degree on the methods, leading to poor performance especially when they are applied to real-world networks. Thirdly, the efficiency of these methods is comparatively low due to the massive computational cost for calculating of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of modularity matrix in spectral methods and repeated iterations of EM algorithm in block models. In addition, the results provided by block models are highly dependent on the observed structure of a network. For example, block models cannot identify the disassortative structure in Karate, because the observed structure in Karate is assortative and these methods are incapable of exploring the particular structure that is inconsistent with the observed one. Meanwhile, it is necessary for EM algorithm of block models to run several times with different initial values of parameters to avoid convergence to local optima and find the quantities that fit the observed structure to the most, which also leads to the high computational cost when applied to large networks.
In this paper, we first introduce a definition of anti-community. And then, we propose a Degree-based Block Model (DBM) for anti-community structure, which takes the node degree into consideration and evolves an objective function Q(C) for anti-community structure evaluation. Due to that the nodes with high degree have greater impacts on Q(C) than the ones with low degree, a Local Expansion Optimization Algorithm (LEOA), which preferentially considers the nodes with high degree, is proposed for anti-community detection. In LEOA, we first detect structural centers by node influence. Then, LEOA expands each structural center into anti-community by a local search method. Finally, we adjust group membership of nodes by maximizing Q(C) so as to detect a better anti-community structure. Inspired by the formulation of DBM, a new synthetic benchmark DBM-Net is developed for testing algorithms in detecting known anti-community structure. Experimental results on DBM-Net with up to 100000 nodes and 17 real-world networks demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of LEOA for exploring anti-community structure in networks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We present the related works about anti-community detection in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the definition of anti-community, the formulation of DBM model and the details of LEOA algorithm. The experimental results are described in Section 4. Section 5 gives the conclusions.
Related works
Some approaches have been proposed for anti-community detection in networks. When a network consists of two anti-communities, the problem is to explore the largest bipartite subgraph in a given network. The detection of bipartite or approximately bipartite structure has attracted attention in the recent literature [15] [16] [17] . Searching for the max-cut is an approximate method for solving this problem. Trevisan [15] proposed an approximate algorithm for max-cut by the smallest eigenvalue with approximation ratio of 0.531. Alon and Sudakov [16] obtained two results of dealing with the relation between the smallest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix of a graph and its bipartite subgraphs. The first result is that the smallest eigenvalue μ of the adjacency matrix of any non-bipartite graph with n nodes, diameter L and its maximum degree d max satisfied μ!−d max +1/((L+1)n). The other is that they determined the approximation of the max cut algorithm [28] for graph G = (V,E),in which the size of the maxcut is αm, where m = |E|and α 2[0.845,1].Newman [12] used the least negative eigenvalue of modularity matrix for bipartite structure detection in networks. By applying the proposed algorithm to the co-occurrence network of Nouns and adjectives in the novel David Copperfield, the author found that the obtained partition is approximately bipartite, where one group is almost composed of adjectives and the other of nouns. In addition to the algorithms for bipartite networks, a label propagation algorithm LPAD is proposed by Chen et al. [13] for detecting the partition with more than two anti-communities. LPAD defines the compatible relationship and update rules of labels among nodes, which avoids oscillation in label propagation. The experimental results show that LPAD can detect bipartite and simple multipartite structure in networks but its results are affected by the order of label propagation.
Block models are promising methods for exploring modular regularities in networks [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . However, most of the models focus on the detection of community structure and only two researches can discover disassortative structure [23, 26] . Newman and Leicht [23] proposed a mixture model for exploring broad types of structure in networks. This model takes the assumption that the nodes in the same group have similar connection preference. Due to that this model only considers the relationship between groups and nodes, it may generate the results with mixture of several types of structures, such as assortative structure, disassortative structure, hierarchical structure and core-periphery structure, etc. Shen et al. [26] modified this model and proposed general stochastic block model (GSBM) to detect intrinsic structural regularities of networks. By utilizing the block matrix to indicate the relationship among groups, GSBM can output the types of identified structural regularities.
In this paper, we propose a Local Expansion Optimization Algorithm (LEOA) for anticommunity detection in networks by preferentially considering the nodes with high degree, which improves its effectiveness for anti-community detection in synthetic and real-world networks. By first detecting structural centers, then expanding structural centers into anticommunities, and finally adjusting group membership of nodes, LEOA achieves good performance and overcomes the shortcomings of the existing algorithms, such as poor performance in real-world networks, great requirement of computational cost, and high dependency of the observed structure.
Methods

Anti-community
Generally, an anti-community can be defined as a group of nodes with most of their connections outside and few or no connections inside. Inspired by the definition of community proposed by Radicchi et al. [29] , we provide a quantitative description for anti-community in this subsection.
Consider an undirected and unweighted graph G = (V,E) with V being the set of nodes with n nodes and E = {(v i ,v j )|v i ,v j 2V} being the set of edges with m edges, which can be represented as an adjacent matrix A such that if there is an edge between node v i and node v j , a ij = 1,otherwise a ij = 1. Let us consider a group c r 2V, which v i belongs to, the degree of node v i can be written as 
Since the probability of an edge connecting node v i and node v j independently meets a Poisson distribution [22] with the mean of P ij , the possibility of generating graph G with edges inside and among anti-communities can be written as follows Thus, the probability of generating graph G parameterized by Ω and g can be written as follow after multiplying Eqs (7) and (8 
Eq (13) is to be maximized with respect to the matrix Ω and group membership g. However, likelihood maximization cannot be carried out directly with the likelihood itself, but with its logarithm. Neglecting constants and the terms independent of Ω and g, we obtain the logarithm of Eq (13) 
Given the network partition C, we normalize lnP(G|g) by dividing it by a constant, twice the number of edges 2m, to constrain the value of lnP(G|g) within relatively tight bounds. The normalized objective function can be written as follow
Eq (17) Table 1 . We observe that the partition in Fig 1 owns the less number of internal edges and a higher value of Q(C), which indicates that the higher the value of Q(C), the less the number of internal edges, and the better the anti-community structure. In addition, we find that the nodes with different degree have different impacts on Q(C). Here, we respectively remove nodes It can be seen that the higher the degree of the removed node, the lower the value of Q(C) in the remaining network, which indicates that the nodes with high degree have greater contribution to Q(C) than the ones with low degree. In the proposed algorithm LEOA, we preferentially consider the nodes with high degree so as to be effective for anti-community detection in networks.
Local expansion optimization algorithm
In this paper, we decompose an anti-community into two parts: a central node and several periphery nodes. As shown in Fig 4 , node v 1 ,node v 5 and node v 9 are the central nodes of red, yellow and green anti-communities, respectively, which have no connection to their periphery nodes and are highly connected with each other. Here, we call these central nodes as structural centers. Detecting structural centers plays an important role in anti-community detection. Once structural centers are detected, the number of anti-communities can be determined. In this subsection, we propose a Local Expansion Optimization Algorithm (LEOA) for detecting anti-community structure in networks. In LEOA, we first detect structural centers by the node influence, which is controlled by a cutoff distance l c . And then, we employ a local search method to detect periphery nodes to expand structural centers into anti-communities. Finally, we adjust the group membership of nodes by maximizing Q(C) so as to detect a better anti-community structure. The main steps of the proposed algorithm LEOA are given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. Local Expansion Optimization Algorithm (LEOA). Input: (G,A,l c ) /
Ã A is the adjacent matrix of graph G = (V,E),and l c is a cutoff distance.
Ã S is the set of structural centers and K is the number of structural centers.
Structural Center Detection (SCD). Definition 1. (Node Influence) Consider a graph G = (V,E), the influence η i of node v i is a set of nodes within the distance l c to node v i , which is defined as follow 
where L is the diameter of the network, |η i | = n. In SCD, structural centers are a set of nodes that influence each other, i.e., the distance among structural centers is no more than l c When l c = l, structural centers are highly connected with each other and constitute a complete subgraph. Here, we propose an iterative method for structural centers detection. Given the set of structural centers S, we define a set of candidate structural centers CSC to record the nodes that are influenced by S, CSC = {v j |l j,S l c }, where
ðl ij Þ: In SCD, the node v j with j ¼ arg max
ðjZ j jÞ is repeatedly added into S until CSC = ;. The main steps of structural centers detection are provided in Algorithm 2. At the beginning, S = ;, CSC = ; and K = 0. K is the number of structural centers. First, we calculate the influence of nodes by the breadth-first search method. And then, the node v i with i ¼ arg max
ðjZ i jÞ is selected as the first structural center and added to S. And we set CSC= η i . Next, the node v j with j ¼ arg max
ðjZ j jÞ is chosen as the second structural center and added into S.
And we remove node v j from CSC. Since some nodes in CSC may not be influenced by node v j , the nodes satisfying {v k |v k 2CSC,l jk >l c } are deleted from CSC so as to maintain that the nodes in CSC are influenced by S. We repeatedly execute this operation until CSC = ; and all structural centers are detected.
Algorithm 2. Structural Center Detection (SCD). Input:(G,A,l c ) /
Ã A is the adjacent matrix of graph G = (V,E), and l c is a cutoff distance.
Ã / Output:(S,K)/ Ã S is the set of structural centers and K is the number of structural centers.
Ã / 1: S = ;,CSC = ;,K = 0./ Ã CSC is the set of candidate structural centers.
Ã / Here, we take Fig 4 with cutoff distance l c = 1 as an example to present the procedure of structural centers detection, as shown in Table 2 . Initially, S = ; and CSC = ;. First, we calculate the influence of nodes and find that nodes v 1 , v 5 and v 9 own the maximal influence in Fig 4. Then, we randomly select node v 1 as the first structural center and add it to S. And the nodes that are influenced by node v 1 are regarded as candidate structural centers and added to CSC. In CSC, nodes v 5 and v 9 have the maximal influence and we randomly select node v 5 as the second structural center. Thus, we add node v 5 to S and remove it from CSC. It can be found that nodes v 6 , v 7 and v 8 are not influenced by node v 5 due to that the distances between node v 5 and nodes v 6 , v 7 and v 8 are more than l c . Therefore, we delete them from CSC so as to maintain that the nodes in CSC are influenced by S. Next, node v 9 has the maximal influence in CSC and we select node v 9 as the third structural center and remove it from CSC. Due to that distances between node v 9 and nodes v 10, v 11 and v 12 are more than l c , we delete nodes v 10 , v 11 and v 12 from CSC. Finally, CSC = ; and nodes v 1 , v 5 and v 9 are detected as structural centers in the network.
Local Anti-community Expansion (LAE). In SCD, K structural centers have been detected for K anti-communities. In this subsection, we aim to expand the structural centers into anti-communities by a local search method. Here, we define a local anti-community measure, i.e. disassortative density, for local anti-community expansion.
Definition 2. (Disassortative Density) For group c r with n r nodes and m r edges inside, the disassortative density is defined as follow
jZ i j, the higher the value of B r , the less the number of edges inside group c r , and the more disassortative the group c r . In LAE, we preferentially consider the nodes with high degree. For each unassigned node v j , we first calculate the increment of disassortative density DB c r þfv j g when node v j is added into group c r , r = 1,2,. . .,K. And then we add node v j into the group c r with r ¼ arg max 
where m j (r) is the number of edges connecting node v j and the nodes in group c r .
Algorithm 3. Local Anti-community Expansion (LAE).
Input: (A,l c ,S,K) Output: C Ã = {c 1 ,c 2 ,. . .,c K } / Ã C Ã is the anti-community structure after local anti-community expansion.
Ã / 1: C Ã = ; and r = 1. Group Membership Adjustment (GMA). As mentioned above, the higher the objective function Q(C), the better the anti-community structure. In GMA, we aim to adjust the group membership of nodes by maximizing Q(C) so as to explore a better anti-community structure.
2: for each node
For node v i , we calculate the increment of Q(C) when node v i is removed from the group c r it belongs to and added into a new group c s . The increment value can be calculated as follows 
where c " r ¼ c r À fv i g; c " s ¼ c s þ fv i g; m " r" r and m " s" s are twice the number of edges inside group c " r and group c " s ; respectively, D " r and D " s are group degree of group c " r and group c " s ; respectively, m " r" s is the number of edges between group c " r and group c " s ; m " r k is the number of edges between group c " s and group c k , m " sk is the number of edges between group c " s and group c k . These variables can be computed as follows 
Complexity analysis
In this subsection, we analyze the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm LEOA. Given graph G = (V,E) with n nodes and m edges, the complexity of calculating the influence of node v i is Oð " d l c Þ; where " d is the average degree of nodes. Thus, it needs Oð " d l c n þ nÞ to detect structural centers. In LAE, it needs O(nlogn) to sort the unassigned nodes in a descending order by the node degree. And for each unassigned node v i , the complexity of assigning node v i to the group with the maximal increment of its disassortative density is O(d i +K), where d i is the degree of node v i . So the complexity of local anti-community expansion is O(nlogn+m+ nK). In GMA, the complexity of calculating DQðCÞ (22) and (23) is O(d i ). Thus, it requires O(mK+nK 2 ) to adjust the group membership of nodes. The total complexity of LEOA is O½nð "
In our experiments, we find that LEOA achieves the best performance when l c = 1, so the time complexity of LEOA is O(nlogn+nK 2 +mK).
Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the performance of LEOA on synthetic benchmark DBM-Net and 17 real-world networks [30] [31] [32] . The experiments on DBM-Net aim to test the ability of LEOA to detect known anti-communities, while the experiments on real-world networks are to access its performance in real applications. Here, we compare LEOA with its variant LEOA Ã and five state-of-the-art anti-community detection algorithms: Spectral [18] , Di-Spectral [12] , E-Model [26] , M-Model [23] and LPAD [13] . LEOA Ã does not take the node degree into consideration and randomizes the node order for LAE and GMA. Spectral and Di-Spectral utilize negative eigenvalues and eigenvectors of modularity matrix for anti-community detection. E-Model and M-Model are two block models for structural regularities detection optimized by EM algorithm. LPAD is a recently proposed anti-community detection algorithm based on label propagation. Due to that EM often converges to local optima, we repeatedly carry out EM algorithm 20 times with different initial values for E-Model and M-Model and output the best result for each network. All algorithms are independently run 20 times for each experimental network. The comparison algorithms are conducted by C# on a PC with Intel (R) Core i5-4460 3.20 GHz and 4GB real memory.
As DBM-Net and real-world disassortative networks have known anti-community structures, we adopt the Normalize Mutual Information [33] (NMI) to estimate the similarity between the true partition and the detected one. Assuming that the true partition of a network with n nodes is C 1 and the detected one is C 2 , NMI(C 1 ,C 2 ) can be computed as
where F is a confusing matrix, its element f ij records the number of the same nodes of the ith group of C 1 and the jth group of C 2 , f iÁ (f .j ) is the sum of the elements of the ith row (jth column) in F, and K C 1 ðK C 2 Þ represents the number of groups in partition C 1 (C 2 ). The value of NMI is between [0,1] and the larger value of NMI indicates that the detected structure is more accordant with the true one.
Datasets
Synthetic benchmark DBM-Net. To our knowledge, there is no benchmark designed for anti-community detection. Inspired by the formulation of DBM, we develop a new benchmark called DBM-Net for comparison algorithms in detecting known anti-community structures.
Most of complex networks in real-world are scale-free networks [34] , where node degree follows a power law distribution. Thus, we set that the node degree for DBM-Net follows a power law distribution with exponent β and coefficient α, which means that the probability of randomly selecting a node with
. Given the value of exponent β, the maximal degree d max and the minimal degree d min , the coefficient α can be calculated as follow
So the number of nodes with
, and the number of edges m can be calculated as follow
Given the number of groups K, the number of edges inside and among groups m rr , m rs (r, s = 1,2,. . .,K, and r 6 ¼ s) are constrained by Eq (27) . 
For simplicity, we set that the values of m rr are the same for r = 1,2,. . .,K, and the values of m rs are also the same for r,s = 1,2,. . .,K, r 6 ¼ s. Thus, we obtain (m rr ) min = 0 and (m rr ) max = b2m/(K +λK 2 −λK)c. Given the degree of each node, the number of nodes n r in group c r satisfies the following constraints
where
Here, we take the assumption that the group degree follows a uniform distribution, i.e., the group degree for group c r is D r = b2m/Kc, r = 1,2,. . .,K. The main steps of establishing synthetic benchmark DBM-Net are described in Algorithm 5. Calculate the probability of an edge connecting node v i and node 
Real-world networks
In this paper, we adopt 17 real-world networks [30] [31] [32] to evaluate the performance of LEOA, which are divided into two categories: disassortative network and assortative network as shown in Tables 3 and 4 , respectively. The experiments on disassortative networks aim at validating the effectiveness of LEOA in exploring known partitions in real applications. Due to that the observed structure in an assortative network is a community structure, the experiments on assortative networks are to test whether LEOA is capable of detecting anti-community structure when the detected structure is inconsistent with the observed one. Here, we adopt NMI and Q(C) for evaluation in disassortative and assortative networks, respectively.
In disassortative networks, (1) Southern women describes the participation of 18 women in 14 social events in 1930s. (2) Divorce in US illustrates the relationship of 9 main causes of the divorce cases in 50 states of USA. (3) Cities and services provides the distribution of offices for In assortative networks, (1) Karate is a friendship network between 34 members of a karate club at a US university in the 1970s, which is divided into two communities due to the disagreement between the administrator and the instructor. 
Performance evaluation
The cutoff distance l c has great impacts on the number of anti-communities K, the computational cost and effectiveness of LEOA. As mentioned in complexity analysis of LEOA, the higher the value of l c, the higher the computational cost of LEOA. As DBM-Net and real-world disassortative networks have known anti-community structures, we analyze the impacts of cutoff distance l c on NMI and the number of anti-communities K in DBM-Net and real-world disassortative networks. Here, four datasets DBM-Net (n = 500, K = 2, m rr = 0, β = 2, d min = 10, d max = 50) with L = 5, Southern women, Cities and services and Unicode languages are selected for performance evaluation. Fig 5 shows the results of NMI and K for different values of l c It can be observed that the increase of l c leads to the decrease of NMI and the increase of K. The reason is that as l c increases, |η i | is also increases, i = 1,2,. . .n, leading to the increase of the nodes that influence each other and the increase of the structure centers explored by SCD, which results in the decrease of NMI. When l c = 1, LEOA outputs two anti-communities in these four networks and the values of NMI are higher than those when l c = 1. Thus, we set l c = 1 in this paper. When l c = L, all nodes influence each other and each node forms an anti-community, which leads to the lowest NMI. In addition, we find that the number of nodes that influence each other increases greatly in cases of DBM-Net and Unicode languages when 3 l c 4. This may explain the results that K increases greatly in these two networks when 3 l c 4.
Performance comparison on DBM-Net
In this subsection, comparison algorithms are applied to DBM-Net to evaluate their performance in detecting known anti-community structure. We first evaluate the performance of comparison algorithms on DBM-Net with the increase of twice the number of internal edges m rr . When m rr = (m rr ) min , no edge can be found in each group and DBM-Net degenerates into a multipartite network. When (m rr ) min <m rr (m rr ) max , λm rr is less than or equal to m rs (s = 1,2,. . .,K, and r 6 ¼ s) and DBM-Net is a network with anti-community structure according to Eq The reason is that when m rr = (m rr ) min , the number of structural centers detected by SCD is equal to the number of groups in the true partition, which helps LAE and GMA to find the true partition. When m rr >(m rr ) min , there are some edges inside each group in the true partition and the number of structural centers detected by SCD may be more than the number of groups in the true partition, which results in that some groups in the true partition may be split into several small groups and the values of NMI decrease. We observe that the higher the value of m rr , the more the number of structural centers detected by SCD, and the lower the value of NMI. Due to that the number of anti-communities explored by Di-Spectral is much more than the one in the true partition, its values of NMI are lower than those output by Spectral and LEOA. Although EM algorithm is repeatedly carried out with different initial values for E-Model and M-Model, it is still easy for them to fall into local optima and the results output by these two algorithms rely on the threshold of EM algorithm. In addition, we find that the values of NMI output by LPAD are lower than those output by other algorithms in most cases. On one hand, LPAD selects compatible nodes for label updation but the order of compatible nodes selection has great impacts on its accuracy. On the other hand, no internal edge is allowed in the results output by LPAD, which leads to that the higher the value of m rr , the more the number of groups detected by LPAD, and the lower the value of NMI. It can be seen that the values of NMI provided by LEOA Ã are lower than those provided by LEOA, which indicates that consideration of node degree in LAE and GMA can improve the effectiveness of LEOA for anti-community detection in DBM-Net.
To further verify the effectiveness of LEOA in detecting known anti-community structures, we apply the comparison algorithms to DBM-Net with the increase of the number of groups K. When K = 1, DBM-Net consists of only one anti-community. And when K = n, each node forms an anti-community. For comparative experiments, we set n = 500, m rr = 0, β =2, d min = 10, d max = 50, and K varies from 2 to 10. The NMI results of comparison algorithms are shown in Fig 7. It can be seen that with the increase of K, it becomes more and more difficult for the algorithms to detect the true partition. The reason is that as K increases, each node has a higher probability to be assigned to a wrong group, especially in the early stage of the algorithms. And when K!7, all algorithms fail to find the true partition (NMI%0). It can be observed that when 2 K 4, the NMI results of LEOA fall more slowly than those of other algorithms, but when 4<K 6, the NMI results of LEOA fall faster than those of other algorithms. The reason is that when 2 K 4, the number of structural centers detected by SCD is equal to the number of groups in the true partition, leading to high values of NMI (NMI!0.8) and a slow descent of NMI. In cases of 4<K 6, LEOA cannot detect the structural centers for some groups in the true partition, because all nodes in these groups are not highly connected with the structural centers in other groups, which leads to the wrong assignments of the nodes and a fast descent of NMI.
As mentioned above, the factor λ in Eq (3) controls the number of edges inside and among anti-communities. Here, we evaluate the performance of comparison algorithms in DBM-Net with the increase of the factor λ For comparison, we set n = 500, K = 2, β =2, d min = 10, d max = It can be observed that the increase of λ leads to the increase of NMI. Given the number of edges m, the higher the value of λ, the fewer the number of edges inside groups, and the more the number of edges among groups, which is easier for the algorithms to detect the true partition and leads to high values of NMI. Table 5 shows the results of comparison algorithms on 6 disassortative networks. It can be observed that all algorithms output the true partitions for the first three networks. In the remaining networks, LEOA provides the highest values of NMI. It can be found that the NMI results of all algorithms on Nouns and adjectives are less than 0.4. The reason is that there are some edges among nouns nodes and some edges among adjectives nodes, which leads to an incomplete bipartite network and increases the difficulty of the algorithms to explore the true partition. As LAE and GMA may generate some edges inside groups, which is suitable to Nouns and adjectives, LEOA provides a higher NMI than others. We observe that the values of NMI of all algorithms on Interlocks in Scotland are less than 0.5. The main reason is that Interlocks in Scotland contains 15 isolated nodes, which affect the calculation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of modularity matrix for Spectral and Di-Spectral and the calculation of maximum likelihood optimized by EM algorithm for E-Model and M-Model. Due to that the isolated nodes are compatible with any other node, LPAD cannot accurately determine the labels for these nodes. In addition, LEOA always assigns the isolated nodes to the group with the maximal group size so as to output higher Q(C). These reasons result in the wrong assignments of isolated nodes and even affect the assignments of other nodes, leading to the low values of NMI. In addition, we find that all algorithms cannot detect the true partition in Unicode languages. The reason is that Unicode language consists of 5 connected components with bipartite structure, leading to that 16 different partitions can be obtained by randomly combining the connected components into a final bipartite structure. And the bipartite structures detected by the comparison algorithms are different from the true one. It can be observed that the NMI results provided by LEOA are higher than those provided by LEOA Ã in the last three networks, which demonstrates that node degree factor in LEOA can enhance the accuracy of LEOA. From these results, we can see that LEOA achieves good performance for anti-community detection in experimental disassortative networks. Table 6 shows the results of the comparison algorithms on 11 assortative networks. Due to that the observed structure in an assortative network is a community structures and the results output by E-Model and M-Model are highly dependent on the observed one of a network, they cannot output anti-community structure on an assortative network and their results are not considered here. It can be seen that the values of Q(C) provided by LEOA are higher than those provided by other algorithms, which indicates that LEOA is superior to other algorithms for experimental assortative networks.
Performance comparison on real-world networks
To further compare the comparison algorithms, we take assortative network Karate as an example and their results are shown in Fig 9. In Karate, the disagreement between the administrator (node v 1 and the instructor (node v 34 ) leads to the division of the network into two groups. We observe that the partitions output by Spectral, Di-Spectral, LPAD, LEOA Ã and LEOA are anti-community structures, while the partitions output by E-Model and M-Model are community structures. These results indicate that LEOA is capable of exploring anti-community structure in assortative networks. It can be seen that some groups detected by Spectral, Di-Spectral and LPAD consist of two or three nodes, leading to that a few negative relations can be explored in these groups. In addition, we find that only LEOA assigns node v 1 and node v 34 into the same anti-community and reveals the negative relation between the administrator and the instructor. The reason is that node v 34 owns the highest degree (d 34 = 17) in Karate. In SCD, node v 34 , node v 32 and node v 33 are regarded as structural centers. And then node v 1 is first considered in LAE because it owns the highest degree (d 1 = 16) in the remaining nodes. We find that node v 1 outputs the highest increment of disassortative density when it is added into the group of node v 34 and the group of node v 33 . Due to that |η 34 |>|η 33 |, node v 1 is added into the group of v 34 . In GMA, the group memberships of node v 1 and node v 34 are not changed. These results demonstrate that the consideration of node degree in LEOA can help explore the negative relations among objects.
Efficiency analysis
In this subsection, we compare the running time of the comparison algorithms on DBM-Net to evaluate the efficiency of LEOA. First, we apply them to DBM-Net with K = 2, m rr = 0, β =2, d min = 10, d max = 50, and n2[500,5000] as shown in Fig 10(A) . It can be observed that the https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195226.g009
running time of E-Model gets close to that of LPAD as n increases, but when n!1500, E-Model is more efficient than LPAD. The reason is that LPAD needs O(n) to determine whether the label of each node is changed in each iteration, so it requires more computational cost than E-Model. In order to validate the performance of comparison algorithms in larger networks, we apply the comparison algorithms to DBM-Net with n2[10000,100000] as shown in Fig 10(B) . We find that Spectral and Di-Spectral cannot output the results within 24 hours when n!30000, because with the increase of the number of nodes n and the number of edges m, the scale of DBM-Net increases and then the running time for calculating the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the modularity matrix increases greatly. It can be seen that LEOA Ã requires less running time than LEOA, because the complexity of sorting the nodes in a descending order by the node degree is O(nlogn), while the complexity of randomizing the node order for LEOA Ã is O(n). From the curves, we can conclude that LEOA is more efficient than five stateof-the-art algorithms in DBM-Net.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a Degree-based Block Model (DBM) for anti-community structure. In DBM, we take the node degree into consideration and obtain a objective function Q(C) for evaluation. A local expansion optimization algorithm LEOA is designed, in which the nodes with high degree are preferentially considered. Based on the formulation of DBM, a synthetic benchmark DBM-Net is developed for evaluating the algorithms in detecting known anticommunity structures. The proposed algorithm LEOA is applied to DBM-Net with up to 100000 nodes and 17 real-world networks and compared with its variant LEOA Ã and five state-of-the-art anti-community detection algorithms. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of LEOA for anti-community detection in networks and exploring negative relations among objects.
There are still some problems to be solved in our future work. First, we find that the edges inside groups have great impacts on the number of structural centers detected by SCD, which leads to the low performance when LEOA is applied to the networks with edges inside groups. In our future work, we plan to employ some priori information by merging some nodes into small groups not to be divided in later operations. This strategy will further improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the algorithm. Second, we find that the number of structural centers detected by SCD is less than the number of anti-communities K in the true partitions when K is large. In the future, we will divide some groups into two subgroups when the number of edges inside group is more than a certain threshold. Third, it can be seen that the preferential consideration of nodes with high degree can improve the effectiveness of LEOA. However, the node order sorted by the node degree may not output the best result for each network. In the future, we aim to analyze the order of node and select the best node sequence for each network so as to output a better anti-community structure. Finally, DBM-Net is designed based on the assumptions that the group degree and the number of internal edges for each group are the same and each group pair shares the same number of external edges. More complicated benchmark with heterogeneous distribution of group degree and edges number should be considered in the future.
